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News Media and UN Secretary General accused of negligence as they withhold the 
psychosocial cause and remedy for humanity’s suicidal war on Nature 
 
“The news media worldwide and UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres should be held 
accountable for their damaging lie of omission,” says Dr. Michael J. Cohen, Ed.D., Ph.D., 
founder of Project NatureConnect’s Applied Ecopsychology at Akamai University.  
 
Cohen claims that “Most of our authorities, experts and news channels intensify our greatest 
problems by withholding their source along with the prime 54-sense solution for them, as 
Guterres recent speech sadly demonstrates. Our leaders and managers live in the fear of being 
considered too radical, even when its critically appropriate and it stops the tragic demise of 
people, places and things,” he said.  
 

 12/02/20  News Media Internationally: UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres issued 
a searing indictment of humanity's suicidal "war" on the environment Wednesday, in a 
speech on the state of the planet in which he urged everyone to prioritize "making peace 
with nature." 

"We are facing a devastating pandemic, new heights of global heating, new lows of 
ecological degradation and new setbacks in our work towards global goals for more 
equitable, inclusive and sustainable development," Guterres said in the address, delivered 
at Columbia University in New York. 
 
"To put it simply, the state of the planet is broken." 
 
 

 
Cohen maintains that the planet is broken because our authorities won’t help us fix it by giving 
us the evidence-based sensory tools that we need to stop this madness. Since 1980 Cohen has 
identified to the media and Dr. Noel Brown at the United Nations both the core cause and 
remedy for our war against nature. He discloses them in his book Climate Therapy along with his 
eleven other books and courses on the subject. 
 
 
Cohen’s evidence shows that: 
 
The cause of the war is that from our early childhood on, Higher Education’s ivory tower is 
legally empowered to teach us to be excessively disconnected from and prejudiced against 
Nature.  
 
The remedy for the war is the organic arts and science of 54-sense Climate Therapy 
reconnections with authentic Nature, backyard or back country. 
 



The fundamental source of the war is that our central way of knowing, managing and relating 
is paid to be scientifically misleading and artificial. This addictively victimizes us so we 
unreasonably overuse, abuse and conquer the life and spirit of Nature, around, in and as us.  
 
The fundamental source for creating peace with Nature is to identify and apply the Greatest 
Trustable Truth (GTT) of our lives that simultaneously lives in us and in any natural area or 
thing, moment-by-moment. Through Climate Therapy methods and materials, it immediately 
becomes self-evident that our GTT is neither Nature, God, Love or Honesty. In authentic Nature, 
we first-hand experience that we can instantly apply our GTT to reverse and prevent our 
prejudicial 54-sense war against the life of Nature and its devastating effects.   
 
It is our GTT’s organic power that helps us recover from the wide range of increasing personal 
and environmental disorders that our irresponsible prejudice against Nature produces.   
 
Since 1982, Cohen’s eleven books  including “Prejudice Against Nature” and “Reconnecting 
With Nature,” along with his National Audubon Society 1985 International Symposium “Is the 
Earth a Living Organism” have consistently alerted the media and the United Nations to our 
eviscerating abuse of our planet and natural selves (our inner child).  
 
“Sadly,” Cohen says, “Most people are victims of this prejudice to the point that they deny it 
when confronted with it. Our denial prevents us from recovering from our abuse and disorders by 
engaging in Climate Therapy GTT. Its application helps us create moments that let the wisdom 
and beauty of natural areas teach us what we desperately need to know while it is also our 
evidence-based, 54-sense higher power.”  
 
Cohen insists that identifying our GTT gets us out of denial and into recovery. Any person who 
heartfelt wants to stop our catastrophic war against nature’s life can make it happen. People that 
omit its readily available GTT antidote intensify the conflict. 
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